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After a miserable childhood, Lark has finally found the family he always wanted. There isnâ€™t

much he wouldnâ€™t do for his new liege, Max, including undertaking a secret and dangerous

mission to save the most hated creatures in their society â€“ the chades. He only wishes his partner

wasnâ€™t a lethal, stoic ranger with a mouth he yearned to make smile.Ivy is a ranger. She is judge,

jury, and executioner to any who break the strict laws of their world. So, how has she become the

trusted operative of a legitimate goddess who wants her to save the chades instead of beheading

them? To make matters worse, she is partnered with a fresh-faced earth paladin with green eyes, a

body that wonâ€™t quit, and a perky attitude in direct opposition to her hostile one.But as their

mission evolves, Lark and Ivy discover pieces of a convoluted and terrible plot buried within the very

foundations of their society. The secrets they uncover run deeper and are deadlier than any of them

could have imagined. In order to save the chades and prevent a civil war, the two must reconcile

their differences â€¦ and their hearts.
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Love this author's writing style and love the Australian setting. The author manages a fresh touch to

the paranormal with her quirky characters and clever world building.The drama is now rising to an

intriguing level as talents are uncovered and love hits our loyal group once again. And also once

again history seems to be repeating itself and we can't wait to see where this will take us.As always

an entertaining ride but this time it cut off to quickly and rather than a cliff hanger the story felt

unfinished. I can see why and can only hope the next book is not too far away.

I'm on book 4 so of course I love this world. Another good read. And I love Beydon but I want to

read Axel's book just a little more. Please make it good! The only thing keeping this from a five star

from me is the rehashing of previous books making me skip pages because I already know. These

aren't stand alone books. Not with Book 4 written across the top. Anyone coming in the middle of

the series deserves to be confused. I think this story could have been told in a trilogy, with a Beyden

and Axel spin-off.

Really love this series. This is Lark & Ivy's story-slow burn love story, however liked the snippets of

Max and the order. Glad to still get the story flowing with Max and her past. Still love the triplets wish

we could get a little more on them. Was hoping we could see the confrontation between Lark & his

Father in this story but maybe next book. Loving this story, sad I have to wait for next book. lol

Well, Montana does not disappoint, especially in this book and this series. But dang it all, why did

the book have to end?! Hurry back with your next book!

Ms Montana did it again. Another great book. It would be fun seeing this series be the next HBO TV

series after GOT (Game o...).

Loved everything about this installment of the Warden series, except maybe the ending!!! Come on,

Montana, don't leave us hanging like this! Please let the Custodian release be soon!!!

Montana Ash has done it again! We catch up with the Order of Aurora and learn so much more

about Lark and Ivy with everyone else's stories interwoven. Montana is a genius and a quality writer.

The cliffhanger ending is shocking and definitely leaves you wanting more!

AMAZING! SIMPLY AMAZING.A solid five star read that raises as many questions as it answers.



Who can they trust to be on their side? Who are their enemies? Why is the council calling in

Wardens and Paladins from around the world?Rivalries within the council, a society that refuses to

change with the times, narrow minded outlooks, and dated laws make for a page turning read. Add

to that a few brow raising revelations and you get one can't put it down read.How can a socially

inept antisocial Ranger and a Paladin that thrives on family and is a borderline genius work

together? Only Max would pair these two together and the result is a 5 star must read book. Lark

and IvyÃ¢Â€Â™s mission to seek out Chades that are redeemable is working, proving Max's theory

correct. But, and itÃ¢Â€Â™s a big but, factions within their society are spreading vicious rumors and

casting doubt on Max and her outcast Paladins.
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